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The conservation at the Northern Surrounding Walls
The project implementation has been completed. As in the previous years the project has
involved the local workmen/masters in the conservation work.
The conservation has followed these steps:
 Organizing the team and the sub-contractors
 Keeping regular correspondence and communication with the appointed supervisors from the
Institute of Monuments and the Park staff
 Erecting the fences and putting signage for the works in progress
 Erecting Scaffolding
 Providing of the tools and materials
 Create access to bring the materials and tools in the site
 Clearance of herbal and bushes vegetation and other organic remains from the walls
 Removal of degraded stumps and roots from the wall structures
 Cleaning of degraded mortar and other organic remains and washing of the wall with abundant
water
 Consolidating of the fractures, loose stones and other unstable elements of the wall structure
 Re‐pointing of the degraded joints

Fences and workmen, 2017

The conservation at the Northern Surrounding Walls (sections 7.n – 7.ae)
In the first phase of the project, after the cleanings at the Northern Wall, the section 7o- 7u has
shown that due to the degradation, more amounts of work and materials were needed, to
complete this part. The main section of the northern surrounding wall is about 40 meters long,
about 1.5 - 2 meters wide and about 8 meters high and the scaffolding was erected in all the
line of the wall.
The work in this part of the wall was very challenging due to the height, volumes and the
deterioration of the upper part. The work followed in coordination with the Park and the
appointed supervisors.
The work started with installing the fence. The main work after included the
removal of degraded stumps and roots from the wall structures. It was realized that in two
parts this section from above was not stable and was needed more works /consolidation for the
degraded parts where a number of stone moved and were re-positioned.

The work continued with the cleaning of the degraded mortar and other organic remained and
washing the wall with water from abundant.
The consolidation and stabilization work followed all the line of the wall in 40 meters length.
Filling and mortar injection was applied in the entire perimeter, from above and in the façade.
No intervention was conducted in the lower part of the wall (4 th cent BC).

During the work in progress at the main section and removal of stumps and roots

The section of the wall: before and after
Consolidation of the mortar and re-pointing was undertaken even at the section 7.o and 7.x,
which has seen conservation work in 2008. After the intervention in general at the section 7n7ae, the structural stability has been improved.

Section r before and after
The continuation of the wall has seen consolidation including 20 meters of linear wall. In
particular attention was paid to work for the consolidation of the exposed infill of the wall
(section 7aa-7ac).
The below part of the Hellenistic period saw only cleaning and minimum intervention was
exercised.
No intervention was conducted at the section of the section of the North Gate after an
evaluation and discussion with the Park staff, seen the fact that the trees and roots on the
walltop can risk the structure stability. The cleaning and cutting of the trees in the area will be
processed in a later stage with the coordination of the Park. (Decision taken with the Park for a
general project which will consider the entire trees and the roots at the main site’ monuments
and walls)

Stabilization and consolidation of a section of acropolis surrounding wall near the western ga
te.
The conservation work undertaken at this section aimed at preventing the possible collapse due
to the fact that a because of deteriorated wall tops. The works in this section represented a
significant difficulty due to the height of the section which is more than 8 meters high, and the
steep terrain that required a lot of work for installation of scaffolding.

The conservation work in this section included cleaning of the area, where a huge amount of
waste and trash was found.
After, consolidation of the all structure and filling of the wall hollows was taken to improve the
stability of the section. Buttressing technique with the use of the in situ stones was used to
strength the stability of the structure.

Conservation work and the visibility of the area
After the conservation work it is realized that the visibility of the sections is improved and well
presented to the visitors.
The project included the installment of a wooden fence and benches at the main section.
Both new sections are now being regularly used especially by the independent visitors that cho
ose to explore more of the site.

